YES WE HEAT THAT!

Full Range of Surface and Immersion Heat

Your Heating Specialist since 1949

- Freeze Protection
- Laboratory Apparatus
- Containers/Vessels
- Semiconductor Processes
- Temperature Process Control
- Composite Curing
- Gas/Vacuum Bake-Out
- Viscosity Control
- OEM Equipment
- Custom Heat and Controls
- Hazardous Areas
- Condensation Prevention
YES WE

- Full Range of Surface and Immersion Heat
- Custom Engineering Capabilities
- Expert Application Support
- 70 Years of Experience

BriskHeat
Since 1949
HEAT THAT!

BriskHeat®
Since 1949

Laboratory/R&D Heaters
Temperature Controllers
Vacuum Debulking/Curing Tables
Anti-Condensate Pans
Band and Nozzle Heaters
Cartridge Heaters
HVAC Soft Starters
Curing Blankets
Cartridge Heaters
Tubular Heaters
Mineral Insulated (MI) Heating Cable
Crankcase Heaters
IBC/Tote Tank Heaters
Since 1949

Global Approvals include:

- Process temperature control
- Freeze protection
- Flow/viscosity control
- Condensation prevention
- Composite curing
- Vacuum bake-out
- And much more
BriskHeat offers a full range of surface and immersion heating products, controllers, insulators, and accessories for a wide-variety of applications.

BriskHeat products include heating tapes, cables, blankets, drum and tote heaters, cloth jackets, tubular heaters, band and cartridge heaters, composite curing systems, and more. Since 1949, BriskHeat has provided quality heating and temperature control solutions to industries including petrochemical, semiconductor, food processing, biotech, aviation, steel, laboratory, power generation and many others.

BriskHeat has a broad range of experience with applications including freeze protection, viscosity control, condensation prevention, and process heat. Additionally, we offer expert application support and custom engineering and thermal simulation services.

Large projects or small, high volume or low, domestic or world-wide, BriskHeat stands by to help you solve your application issues. With an accessible staff of sales and application engineers experienced at helping you find the most economical solution for your needs, BriskHeat is your heating specialist.

**U.S.A. World Headquarters**
4800 Hilton Corporate Drive
Columbus, Ohio 43232 USA
1-800-848-7673 (U.S. and Canada)
1-614-294-3376 (Worldwide)
bhtsales1@briskheat.com

**Vietnam**
Long Binh Ward Bien Hoa City,
Dong Nai Province, Vietnam
(Manufacturing Only)

**China**
Shenzhen
+85 (755) 2519-2767

Shanghai
+86 185-2103-9868

Wuhan
+86 177-2253-9196

**Taiwan**
Hsinchu City
+863-6676678

**Germany**
Dortmund
+49 151 21666127

For a list of BriskHeat’s worldwide sales offices, distribution partners and sales representatives please visit www.briskheat.com/locations.